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Lustrious

Retorico Unentesi
from IT HAS CONTINUALLY STRUCK ME THAT AT THE END OF ACENTURY
DEFINED
This poem describes the poet's feelings about the poems of
Autumn is the season closest to the state of mourning.
In this enigmatic poem, the scene shifts from the external
Although at the outset, "Passages" seems to refer to trials or
The poet notices that it is no longer possible to read. Even a few
She had written a few stories she called The Minus Ones. They
He conceived the plan of bringing two fictitious Persians to
Erica said, what I wondered about, some people have read
Could I lift this piece myself and put it in my bedroom with
I would invite you in where the transparent boxes imitate the
My neighborhood first person has a fence, impersonal intention
I stood where the geometry resembled purity caressed, as
The here of actual space, addressed
Fictitious and dotted chocolate object
Can the
Emphasizing not only the ground upon which her movement
They had come to the rotunda and yet the seven spires evaded
In an unpeopled blur
He sees he has mutated in the time of least consecutive
surf ace eat urican sacut of atath
but the window
Back to these warm layers the sun sheds,
vin de pays
When the red flying squirrel hits
More than that is hard to say.
These trees that just walked in, with something of the manner
How strange that Warren's back yard
The spot on Plato's tie is bleeding, out of the marl. Hills, lakes, valleys,
To merely exist.
I listen every ten seconds to the dahlias - birds in a nest You have to begin somewhere.
Nothing could be any stranger.
There is nothing habitual but travel.
sea
"Now" you say and I know
the partridge arose into the path
Maybe two birds
Enough of this observing
Disguised
It's a language we can recognize
extra splutter lit goes
An angel counts with his eyes
And ful of torment and of harde grace

Retorico Unentesi

1)

trope

churn

uppers

languidge

chymey

2)

deboner

scarlet

system

vienna

contraband

3)

caducous

porridge

divurges

madcap

raconteur

4)

whup

quarantine

flotsam

taut-ology

milken

5)

selph

plaine

moddening

penchant

flayme

Never more averse.

Adam Powell

[STORY -VISION- VESSELl

I wou Id not have given the message of ash to you my love
Winds ripping trees from the ground and all night a long bitter exile
It was bitter the exile it was like vinegar upon the wounds
I would not ferry the bag of fine skulls bound in wire
Sky full of the whirling vomit of birds
I could not or would not as the limbs allowed no one the pleasure
Bitter bitter bitter is the night of the old man
I could not for the violence of the arrogant young men
Riding their chariots helmets thrown back hair flowing like fire
It was bitter teaching the ignorant the secret signs
It was gall in my throat to reveal the pulse within the stone
The ta ·te of seed in my throat it ' . . as bitter like death
I waited for your lips
saltpeter on my thigh
We took pum ice to our backs because of boredom
Th~ grnss huts shook like maracas full of flies
It ,vas th'" beach on fire six nights
the petroleum in our noses
Breath like tor1ure on the face of a sliding mountain
I could not bring the ash for the jackals tore at my heel
Long was the night full with the heavy beat of waiting
Rivers clogged with tree mass
Drunk the gods
all two of them
Phalluses rigidly rointing north in the roaring winds
This I admit for r have no guilt untouched by the purifying palms of rain
I c1id writ~ the word 'resurrection' ten million times upon the transillcent eyelid of my love

Jnn CnrH'

Spencer Selby
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wind pocket,

aw thif

abbreviate henchmen
what boots to wear

LEARN.
wading into 21st century , approaching

large lagoon of it?

as hunchmen

to mesh with triggered patch of columbines.

what if

GLASSED IN LIQUIDNESS
realign veins

it once be's this fine path, patches of a path ie.

taw hif
what if

right scope to
8E~AUSE

what if

if thaw

in AIR

so golden as to point to
as maverick of nowhere
& maiden of many.

PEAR,

LeRoy Gorman

now thru grim stage of

Guy R. Seining

farewells,
GRAY TONES & TONGUES
AS A LIZARD PINCHES AN EYELID.

all these lights, they're hummin...2. uncomfortable in every position
Guy R. Seining

INFORMATION
That was required by the fire. They sat close by it. The frogs became a
storm around them. The trees were men later on.

INFORMATION
Left alone their eyes devour the available information. The cat or
shadow makes a movement they can only sense. Some of them have hats
to arrange their bodies. Sometimes their bodies are arranged by someone
else.

Sob Hpman
Sob Heman

from THE WHITE FRAGMENTS
Ricev Prosa
OUTSIDE SO \10LENTLY
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outside so violently book shelter supply contemptuous and disappeared numbness
atrocious uselessness surface and to like her legs there are only in the hope sloping pavement back gently taken place the middle the remain in the what aborts
no to designate something not knowing ourselves from inside specific are experiencing a breast know who an accurate remembering not acknowledged the of
sleeplessness monuments other words the if by sacrilege defiance in varying
leather brain nerve emanations scenery within tears duets and anything else considering in this world to the scrap everyday theories of bourgeois optics which trajectory and a on the ground the often brutish an assault or by these losses the twilight of feebleness which real human genius producing what it parodies circles
reiterated performative mechanically bisected implanted syntax without color
more insipid than exchanging old-fashioned at the same sedative promises of vanish from sight beneath the ruins and through nodes cannot add much document a
long complex spectacle of closed gates without passion without heartening news
the which impels and admire the idea country road looking single aeroplane scattered the hand in recognition of intent doors opened standing paralysed and anxious the falling is it or agriculture fallen away verdict the propagation at any
price flat post-event in that signified dull harmonics like of operations hi hunger
voice and everything is free sky green grass that are dead ancient pleasure-seeking a painful sting liberation hi ho the undulating column silver chains hung
thousand bearded men meet a thousand display of emotion of inward detonation
filled with blood criticism from amateurs hidden unity becoming respect this stopping of knowing it boots clearly against needs of the always struggled that's has
already happened other hearts other inseparable honored but age and who leaking rowboats boys have they been pulled to pieces trouble all my courage to walk
if quiet there from the nether on the blood forward with so that which will scent
pleasure even dear oh dear wide world this and all the look of things between
noise and window some live of this world of all the ground about blood guests come
in yet in the and disperse trembling the boundaries gradually the whole business
innocent atmosphere hospitality a remote world read passages from knife and the
and back again another a house each distance gaining power over men idea of
ordering the water and finally gathered together or beautiful display with gold
dust years ruins surprises approximations of voyeurism a past of of the trains the
prevailing graphic a few meaningless as burning coals echoing on the dotted with
birds calming effect no the same dangers as if true comfort among the when simply held still under water past a dark and then remain gently take possession so
we plummet a density whose strictly speaking as the dull persistent swollen hairy
stems inexhaustible heritage the that peculiar malady this unending procession
side hierarchical devoted the motions of filled with masses swallow its pill expressive and more end imagine dead places conditions and an endless source scattered
experiences without gas-lit rooms of other clothes which material details are
Ricev Prosa

Optima

INFO MATI
Who mutilate their bodies to 10 k like the others. Their trails
resembling rust on buried tools. Their only m chine the ces ation of
nest e. Their name a temporary structure erected in the shadow...

Something black with sequins sewn on. A little black thing with
stars sewn on. Something shaped like an oval of dough but very
dark with seaqueens. A big black thing the shape of a cloud made
of cloth with stars sewn on. No sex after the age of eighty. Evil
can never be a nown, not nou, knot never.
Tim Allen

?

THE
MYSTICAL
BRIDE
who she was I mean always you were
meant to be having nothing to wear but the
skin which is a trophy of Aphrodite
and the thousand roses of white deranged into
azure she skims the floats the surf foaming
tangent by baedekker cycles in palest blanchfleur at sea-bottom tresses tangled mermaid
her hope hands crossed a IOOUth is a mystery
in a synagogue of endless oh utter longing
what is that she is thinking a strange bloom
oh utter Her please in stage design by angels
fixated 0
the plenary shining of the ancient
a moon hangs its sickle over the sybil's harp
when she will be entered and interred in the ment has even less to do with secular this is
a work of pure Devotion as I have abstracted
her from the talk-shows and gossip mags to
flickering screens over bad chianti a representative
of the' past smirks holding her 1 amp shade
the review of things only gets older as
fine points the way her which color was it
her hair a mess the day after and the Mars-Thing
still jammed into the radio's headset
purposeless circling around with flamenco jazz
a styrofoam mem::>ry at best but the chill it
ets conditioning an afternoon in the beauty
arlor french with lip-synch attributed to Moliere
dia ect diapason holy fulminants rolled into
but whi
a ec of the bride the Mountain One?
rutting secular proto- teenage queen size of
chinese ink and in between sights of (~)
lOOunted on the dais and multiplied a trillion
in surreal crimson her plush the bottom with
illusions of phototype versions in india rubber
set to a glass with ha.1::Ioonium and tabla pounding
bride setting between argent and rust the rush
no on
. 11 notice the passing from ink to black
harsh typefonts decorate the back-brain a sound
erie resonance like moon-ice cracking base
b eak the door slams and glottal stops charged
wi th neapolitan melody as illusions form halo
electronic units in can it be she is as she was?
digital sex fram the inception a worried look
backdoor problems the bride unsettled never marry
again? or the Valley One bride her ~equence of
floral patterns around the cortex and sepia lining
a mechanical thrust to "cherish" hunger for
will not get straight the
jungian psychomythifonn and enigmatic with a resolute blank
to the her spotless but errored in a galactic
plummets in sleep beside the edgewater visuals
Silver Lake Echo Park the haggard underbrush of
a rusting august sunday beyond time on the outskirts a sheriff whittles his and ganders a
horses outside champing at the script which
assumes IOOre and IOOre the cosmic proportions

of an outtake of the Mahabharata with her as
of course Draupadi doing the can-can before
the wild-eyed diceplayers fran Andalusia
singing songs like "Spanish Eyes" as her
garment unfolds endlessly in devotion to Krsna
and her nakedness remains the fabulous tanatalizing
we will never get so close to it but in photomassive glyphs erected to correspond with Uranaus
she is those incarnations and a marble bathtub
with blood-flowers and the wall sprouts its
own eglantine a hush of parcmount pictures
darkening with scenario of "Metropolis" hauntTouch of Evil blush as paints a temple of Love
skirts wrapped round and round the body invisperfect as brides as the Bride is meant to
her groom the evanescent mythoscope Merlin
that is drowning in backdrop of orange setting
sun spoils an incandescent already she is the
blackdrop of virgin antiqui ty a splendor gone
in the grass with a cast of normative in and
out the m::>notonous repeal of sanitary laws to
governs her infixes with a salutary discretion
each egyptian painted to look like Set a barkone should never look to hard the crystals
we have only been conscious a few hours after all
then the coffin lid descends and the stars
outside the pale shower their mistaken luster
on a carpathian range made of crushed cardboard
it is to be eaten again and again she is a cannibal
no human member is huge enough for that appetite
Bride in her flashy white sequins pitter-patterned
wi th straight pins inserted in all the unh
windows smash echo somber the gutted crush
turn her on the Wheel like the story of 0
cornered until she rants the bacchic errant she
is and IOOre a fictions only intensify what
exposed to the moon's throbbing and a blade
of grass as narrow as the thought of dying is
her radiant backside gleams in the mirror's eye
I am despondent to have her just once m::>re
greens turn to blacker than pits of horror she
howls banshee wailing m::>spits into the
reflex where a man with a camera huddles in
fear as we all are dreading the sound of the
nails being driven into the lid above our heads
"I will eat you in my Despair"
her voice
like a violin inserted into the deepest wound
a radio has and is sent shivering down Beverly Blvd
Ivan Arguelles
bib haul
cu~(s) sl~g~~:y (aborted) a:one
outs shal~ow hur-l: who e chew "glow"-ah aw olac'ened/cr sh-surfer,
he whose how (denie & envy) REfLECT/confess
congress-~an--oack/bor.e-donehair 0
(love ecs::asy) go a shi
(?) urge,
pr-o~ped c=o~ I fel: knee_ s~ock (surpr:sed by conven
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When you read this, you will know:
What are storm water discharges and how do I apply for a stormwater permit?
What enuresis is.
What causes enuresis.
100% Free Girls--that's right!
What can be done.
WET SHOES & SOCKS
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next count there at the house
a forward plan wlbee . inderella.
monster chess tractatus.
a cacophony of modern spellings.
clouds gaunt aquarian.
expurgiant flames + dawn from
the first four threatened homes.
copied such darwinism at once
subsiding showered wlchange
+ strange breathing. what to do
withe billing dollar trick book once
ignoring the mistake arbitrarily used
turbulence. confine. her service.
where she placed her dark frozen
charity. eats her teeth.a clearer
inspiration for my hallucinations.
gloracell.pricky flailing asterisk
blasting worm up worn out.
opulent dreams orpheus hair
for these years to rush. orchids. rust.
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Walt Phillips

Aaron Hawk
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The primary objective of this project is to develop an appropriate methodology for the evaluation of Wacky Wet Messy Fun.
S

The dare is simple:
Wet yourself in public.

H
E
E

P
A
I usually wear either short skirts and no tights, or black leggings. I sit on
N
the tube in the morning and pee in the eat sometimes, reading my paper and
D
delighting in the unobservant commuters around me. I piss big puddles in the
G
street, and stare boldly at anyone who notices. In the office, my chair is
o
usually wet, though I don't think my colleagues know how kinky I am. After
A
I've wet myself, I usually find a quiet place and wanko My partner, who I've
T
lived with for seven years, knows I do it and is as excited by it as I am. In
IOwn on Saturday I'll whisper to him that I'm full, then hold his hand as I
PICKLED
walk along and pee my knickers, leaving wet footprints. On holiday I lie on
AND
my towel all day. and the wet patch on my red bikini isn't because I go in
WET
the sea. In a four-hour morning, I may wet twice and come (squeezing legs and
careful rubbing) once.
Re: Cat vomiting
"Wet Cleaning: Wave of the Future"

when to worry and when not to worry
All the information is for educational purposes only. The place
to get specitic medical advice, diagnosis, treatment and 100% Free Girls is your doctor--that's right!

Mark Peters
no continuous skyline the relentless efficacy of breasts

If

City Away From It

pod floats
First you gotta get.
And car hot with the roof, noon beside the dog
you just got in. Then you
I'm getting blue, the length of longer my,
a silly fray you gotta get of.
By the wind going get in your long hair, my hands on the turn again.
Arms warm as notch.
She's bearded, frothy, chin of the grampas.
And, boys and girls, do a tossage!
The langering channel in a dog's mouth,
red like a slip I walk across the gullet
on the bumpy villa. Beyond the bent fence
the blank road is your sheep.
I'm wandering purposely in an order hep.
Come, my get, you've a blue donered;
and onto one bridge and another carry over,
hard a knock. The slide water get a hope
round the gauze et, the fairly mumble nigh
and sudden at tout, the dog tuppence to sine wave hale,
me easting and mile.
.
Me and my house made of mum. Untyped
a the tumbles pass a girl's bikes and the lad
da hunting switch. Up to cap,
which seaward, a led bob get. At pale
the little hap braid, I hid and the dog
had no Incident up to the of where hers
is a handle.

MORNING DOVE

1

2

is a question
I'd like answered, I
think if the answer's yes
it might in some mysterious way help buck me up
and that's not all

LeRoy Gorman

this muh·, this muh·, this morning
in a vision on the blank white wall
Midnight the Cat appeared
flashed me this spread red shining
place wide open to the air on her left
flank, like a watermelon
kicked open, then she started
scratching herself real fast
Once a fantod of this calibre
might have made me feel
I had nothing more to achieve
in terms of reaching your state

lenn Ingersoll

of intimacy with the bath mat
and cold white tiles to contend with
not even noon and all I can do to gasp
tiny portions of whatever air comes through under the door

syllogism for agnes martin

1.

all the trees they dashed indoors to be alone w/their turbans.

Grandma
grandpa
disappearing into
the (Mimbres
River)
sand

2,
i ha

Did St Francis
ever have a little sinking spell
in the middle of a rough shit
the morning after

n't seen that much hair in years.

somewhat
closer
a pool of undifferentiated liquid
contributing its chunks to my ever-growing physical discomfort
I had the best grades of anyone in my class at Fordham,
but circumstances have driven me through hoops
I do not know where to turn. I guess I
belter turn over

Hugh Fox
"Swarthy" Turk Sellers

exas Ii e an inverted ceramic saltine - texas, stretched out b/4 me.
Jeffrey Little

_ _) they're ti ohtino
behind the buildings the lake obscured by _
fog _
downstairs

o~

!J

MAN AMONG CORTES
SWITCH OFF THE HOLLERING, WILL YOU?
John M. Bennett meets James Joyce
By Jim Clinefelter
Stately, plump Buck Mulligan, choffing from the stairhead,
bearing grunting bowl of lather hugged which a mirror knelt a
razor lay crossed.
A yellow kleenex, ungirdled, was stained shitdeep behind him by the
smudgy morning air. He held cleansed bowl aloft and rumpled:
Introibo ad altare Pherome.
Halted, he peered down the dark shimmering stairs and called
giggling coarsely:
-Come up, toast-lain. Come up, you fearful worm.
Solemnly he came forward dandy-whining, mounted the round
load-shy. He faced about plenty blessed gravely thrice the foolish,
the surrounding plunder and the awakening mumble. Then, catching
sight of supper, he bent towards him flouting made rapid crosses
curdling the air, gurgling puddle his throat and shaking thumb head.
Stephen Dedalus, clutched and sleepy, leaned shouldering arms on
the top of decision's staircase and looked coldly mustered at the
shaking gurgling joint that blessed him, raving in its length,
and at pointed light tonsured hair, sticky and hued like pale cheek.
Buck Mulligan peeped an ulcerate under the mirror and garbage
covered the bowl smartly.
-Back to panties, he said sternly.
He added in drooling preachers tone:
-For this snout, dearly beloved, clots the genuine Christine:
headcheese and soul and blood guarded ouns. Slow music, please.
Stain your eyes, gents. Tender moment. A little trouble about diving
white corpuscles. Silence all.
He wallowed sideways up and gave crashing long low whistle of
call, then paused bereft in rapt attention, keen eve~ white teeth
glistening buzzing and there with gold de-membenng.
Chrysostomos. Two strong sloppy whistles answered through the
calm.
-Thanks, old chap, he tatters briskly. That will chancre nicely.
Switch off the hollering, will you?

HOME

The lawva lampeo on this his fatial
composicion his wife planned
pawsed looked at him thrice raised he~
skratchy scirt antes the house cat hlS flingers
pucked antS from the animal wile a bubble aTop his UNIX face
blued help me I can
not breath

l'f

Joseph Allan Tucker

John M. Bennett meets Heraclitus
by Jim Clinefelter
-Thinking is dour to all.
-Men should speak troubled rational awareness ripped thereby hold
on hats
to that which is fake in common-- sacks a city hulks onto its law,
sleep even
more strongly.
-Like all human laws lip nourished by the divine cheek, which
prevails spat
far as it wishes, thinking for all things ripped, yet is bagging more
that
they.
-Milk people should fight dandruff their law squeezed for their city
wall.
-Law involves boiling the counsel buttered one.
-To sneezing one man is clanging ten thousand lofts he is first-rate.
-The best gutter men choose one booth in preference to all roads,
immortal
glory oil preference to mortal thoughts; whereas the masses simply
bitter
themselves like pants.
-Gods and sand honor those slain for battle.
-Even silk who is most doffed repute knows caught what is reputed
half
holds fast to it.
-You extinguish hybris you more needful than tooth extinguish a
fire.
-It is weariness to listen toiling at sinks same things nagging that one
creeps
ruled by suits.
-Dogs bark at a lice whom they do not mind.
-What mental soot, what sense have flames? They believe the tales
crushed
the poets TV follow the crowd hah! their teachers, dropped the
adage
that eating many are bad, part-time good are few.
-Men are rattled in their knowledge swirled things that are manifest-raked
as Homer was, bet he was the wisest like all Greeks. For he split
even
deceived by boys cheese lice when they said to you: "what we have
seen
hair grasped, these boats leave behind; whereas what I have not
seen and
gagging, these we carry forecut."
-Homer should be spewed out of the bucket and flogged, mushy
Archilochus. too.

J~

PINK MELON BAGS
John M. Bennett meets Gertrude Stein
by Jim Clinefelter

WINSOME FIDELITY
FALLABLE PATIERt

My dear what dry meat.
I certainly regret visiting.
Ripe dear what does grammar matter.
Leaning.
Maintaining fat checkers.'
I left a droning and I unscrewed it.
Splintering and hams.
Happy caught a cold.

Libtoys arrived 0
floundering fortunes
forelotus lord
his lap, eyes
pink from sobbing.
0;

Bessie.
Rolls are dirty.
Not polite.
Not wiping.
Not fireless.
Seeds bewildered.
Not a present.
Ah do I massacre old boats.
Theresa.

Randy Moore
oh! sun ah!
Here and there were omens.
Notioaipsed napeirens were silent.
Igs.i ngl.l

You hedge
dark
You dishabille.

ID

Boundaries in bicycles.
It mistakes that in the aggregate heralding they did not hear
gravy, it happened in numb aggregate that they were pants.
It is laundry. When examples are borrowing garbage and little
pleasure are aglow after not exactly a box nose comes the time
experienced drilling.
Left left already I ft. Not up. Really believe me it is sheltered
lentils that matter. It fevered they who are slammed. It really is.
Not when thi h hear it.

OR POEMS
".

Nomnouns if-evers aous potion dogma oer names 01 actual
authors v epts doctrine
rleu 01 reciprocal wards ee
poeomoredeath c didion dogma o=poeproper names 01
actuvirtual emolin French the wncepls meta=maxim reiteration
and etemalnevers as·il·evers ad yous poetic diction tics proper
names of actual authors virench luty the word 'luck' oc nonce
argot the word the modifying edgewise allegory meesing yous ne

n

n

n fieu quest for lack

Patrick F. Durgin

I go on.
Nerd is not a dear noise. It is so thrilled. Why was he folding. Did
he mean to neck laughing.
I was astonished drifting. Oh do go on.
Venus was a ruffian.
Birth made. Why does spray satisfy it.
It was heap beautiful hat anyway sonnets looked like that rigid by
the way what was Hnty handkerchief. Good.
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Now dinner neglected him.
I made mention of a compressor. I made whining a syllable. Sleep
mentioned that. I was reasonably considerate. Stamping undertook
nothing.
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Irregular verbs
Chungking tour guide had bored
A hole in his head to put a

spread

over branches

A dress full of mirrorwork

in Yemaya's tomb

What is known as bossing" . .k

Driving forth the stone
Sealed him in a cubicle
With a clay cork

Caved in matrix

void blood at mouth
Pomegranate rubbed with

He stuck in his thumb dnd pulled

amber

out a skull

Many pairs placed on a rib
Watch out, she's got a

Contents gently carried off
a preforator.

Veins of hematite

Had a phossy jaw and a smart mouth

Fern

Nearly strangled on a graducltcd necklclcc

tribe

sticky
Perishing in a ripe seed
Red surfeit-water

tincture of horned poppy

Get Julia Butterfly on the soft cell. Up a tree 92 days and counting

Vessel raising up from the wheel
Paper is murder.

from a socket

Crude

glazes

jar steeping in horse dung

nu ria pelt· g
Candle in to steer tourists down

torrified rhubarb

Laughing snake

dark alleys
Chained to the pentagon

Bubbles of yeast
Sterilization time at the sweatshop -

on the surface on the text

a tailored population

Fuller of veins

dashed over with blush

We have liftoff

Near ripe music pressed from stones

Amy Trussell
Rise up divers slender

southemwood is old man tree

LYReI

An ouzzle.
An whart.
Fer J am no oonge.

anointed the spine of that volume
Jon Cone

Amy Trussell

a promise...

~ ~rt f/~'j

'whatever the cost, the bribe
of saliva and bone... tunics under the
streets, a melismatic veneer of portals
hardened by volcanic ask...
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propitious seeing of those that came into
the resonance that flees, the overlain processes
of desire fear and force, those that are not
met under streets (the tunics rejoined), sitting
in galleries in waterways seizures bleeding where
nature gains time, always alert to seepage,
always blurred by motives...
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Peter Ganick

lfl

TROUBLE FEET

Which comes first the family or
the poor young owl?
After mattressing, surely the river
will show me a bad scene
fierce and malicious
as an odor of mushroom humus.

numberless anarchy
the corresponding relaxation goes
to slow down the pace and we grind to
a halt all the melted cheese sandwiches
an informal triviality greets to sleep
where numerous dwarfs elves gnomes will
lull to zero landscapes of dreamlessness
organic navel oranges are on the shelf
to blur charismatic television actors
telling you what stones to smoke
siphons argue to emit bland astonishments
about toxicity welling up in no mail
for days, a total inferno of personality
'-<

Francis Poole
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I stained twelve old boards.
I have jamboned with death.
I mounted green noodles from the north.
I have racked up a long voyage
the same as an afternoon spent with
your sad raisins.
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a precise motion calculated by oceans
to render insolvable the accuracy necessary

6/8/98
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naturally no other wish would effect the
capture of decapitation always coming later,
especially nature understood as savage, the
words of no discussion, the vacillation over...
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the steward that talks too much
the aperture disengaged itself

Dave Baptiste Chirot
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agape
abaton
Door left open mside the words. Whether a' much as memory. If I am a spotted dis~onance, angry as a forbidden room, I wtll be the thought. Either sit here at the Ills os, or gues at the brightness of the sou~ds.
Lower than brittle, light as o;orted nerve'. You believe in order to be doubted. ascent eye, the ring of bemg.
There is a story which invents this knowledge. The words once were the advent, before the gorge seduced
them.
Nearer than talk. The grave at a higher increment than breath. Who was proved, who ~isproved, in case of
blood there should be a ferocious walk against the fallen heroes. At my best I would, within a plan of ernng
verbs. To stand singing in the brittle walk, no discourse that he might sever in similar intercour e, my
answer love to said myesls. Night is the source. Not I.
Bled rather than shallow with you singing no mastered dislikes, no mistakes but the hadowed offenses of
the evening. But from others aro e the blood not unto the fea t of moon~, the whole mask you femt they
will to a nerve of light. The pleasant beasts are dead. Surely the prayer IS but a ~et. Th?se who. are welcomed by the rose bet a rose to squeeze the grave of calcium. Tell the hand. who wlthers.lIke Iron 10 a h~v
ermg rose, the valley of youth younger than his way of haste, thou~ht then mdulged to divulge the even 109
rule, the rahonal reciprocity of the nether world. No forgery of neither. Eye which you answer more. e~pe
dient than its restraint. lowe this brand of thinking to the examined youth of history. Our real opmlOns
sour. You think th author is a duct. Phillipe Sollers: An author is not truly the cause of what he writes, but
rather its product.
adyton
Seed IS to beam in plentiful e;pmy intercoure;e, advantage of benign thinking sinking mto the violet clouds,
unintentIOnal violence dililte the sound, the e .:Ire the thoughts we rend in our reflectione;. fothero; no flora
of flavored passion into the ways to douse geology, aspersions wound in winds, when you malign the eye
the empty soul WIll stand as will, thought singing into your heats, language you hear openly within the
play of prayer, but to the thoughts ~hich formed your youth, no hearing home will breathe the open morning. Ch.:lrm of the children coiled in graven sand. Stand under the idea that names the lover ordered in the
eye. That you should wound in admirable vision seamed by the radiant eye. Cen ure of thought forms
inside the injured sound. The work of the hand will answer for an I. Discourse unravelled by cellular exuberance. Ravished by plans woven 10 an ecsta y of thought. I am against I followed. A frenzy of letters
within the meat. Let me have the weather of your youth. The e same subjective enllmente; entWined WI hin the innermost sanctuary of those thoughts.
Grilled fat. Prayer of soft heat. The pleasure of thought, to breathe a night of truths, expenenllal persona a
history of minimal right. Imagine that this direction is a moral ane;wer, unable to gist the comma, there
armed in the gloves of lover' yolk, your choices breathe the whole wrath of your aVid reproach. Each
nerve is an emulSIOn. Make a hadow of sound. That his labors are desirou of solitude IS generally noted.
Never kneels In play again t a doubt. Whenever they roam, wherever, never 0 one asks the natural
wheat. Ship considered idereal thought. When you have the an wer, therefore Wind, sex and vexed n";,olution to mghtly vacatIOns against him, where the ornate width of your educatIOn IS the least thought saId
of anyb dy to per u de you into a body guarded by regal youth. Half of will remi s In love i the air belabored a cat their favorite eye, then bled in threads of music, muscle of the melody. Too many lovero; to
weather hiS belongings. Singing the open weather were always blood. Recollecllon of the openmge; to
come. Pdrted by me, whereas the wrong way is weakened by sounds filled with diSJunction, love into pral"'e
In word.

Sort" ol crude f1l l rl'..;n'ncl' Ilf II1quiry. Mulch 1"..In Inscnption. Sapll'nt ignorJnct' of the ';'l'C\'rn illne.;,..;. Thi" j"
thl' C\lmmun,ll Jb.llloir. Not about knowledge with p.:l""illn, thought'.;, rt'!I'rt til whl'm, naturally frit'd
h.lvl'ns of faner ';'t'unu" olnd Tl'p.:l';'h, wholt' "treolm.;, pa"t u" higher olnd olt ..In .lnglt', .;,ong" from the ornithology of tht' nymph.;,. Howl..; through tht' .;,tillborn air, .;,hnll .lndrogym', to re.lp thl' gr.:lvl'" ol ch.l"mal flair of
ph.lntom carbonoltt''', yl'lI11W rl'verberatHln>;, cratl'" of >;oulful word>; who hunger in lurid u"agl.''';, neVl'r to
venture anto ol youth e~cu>;t'd of will. Adolgl' of the bountiful night. Through molternity meek without tht>
10.Vl> of hunches, frUit of thl' playful glove, lead me away from beginnings to lie in open intention, the health
of us housed In d IIWl' that is foreign to both of u.;,. I remind the night of hunger for love'.;, reldp.;,e, compols";llln ceJsed an recuper.:lted intentions, no time to name the measure of this quest, their own concedll,d
andlfference then olgaln deferred to addled themee;, long ago torml'nted to reconCIliation withan the rl'lation.;,
of the me.:lndrou.;, grave, the health of haste bedeviled by the whine of pl'ace, Wille in the eye olcauo;al love,
u>;dul to med.;,ure thl' other ml'olnings of hie; cau e.

~oldal resuscitation. Th~ hearer helpll>s' within these listened weather.;,. Wilt e;oon to dove unspoken in
sown fictIOn. Plates I dane not level that he said, red and voluml.'tric from the node, actual .;,howers while
relll~wlng III the tract, not that I am going to be my 'e1f here, but that in practicing my art I settle like .;,and
In Withered word, and as you arrange our feet inside the kis , fathomed form" from being wl'ak can sift in
dovetailed d.1 ·tance, whorled grae;s on whittled selvedge, the place unbroken as if banished from the night.
The dream IS delightful an the ear, a lanear dlgres Ion about the quality of excess, there i no sound of truth
to lell us such. Sing~lar if unlike a field was playing among the vulgar rocks, violent gull harboring the
la?ored.carnon, carned away by heanng Intu another valence. This is the place. Now I breathe to be envied
~lIle with an the word of him, kindred centaur and vulnerable chimera, an excess of incoherence in the
mnocent theorem, Inconceivable wound within the dance.
Fade to t.he soul of rust. Dew quivers in white archaic talus. I am the grief of agriculture. Delirium the
whole mirror touched before referential canvas in the reverberant town above the hou.;,e, guess wrong in
:~pport of the mystical company, a gift from you to. lyrical silence, more pallor than any business of love
SIgnaled by the aborted unbroken wntlng, about thiS point he is clearer than his lover against the word.
Then the wound pours anto the eye, reco~dite and .refre. hing. Fear his peech nailed to the wall of comedy.
Panic c~mbs the howl. Canned youth hi e;lng an Imbncate work. Posing in deeds as foretold impostors.
Scnm as I kn~w my~elf, not only once but rarer than the stand. Lyrical sial divined by imbroglio. The golden fold.s of hIS gothiC peer. He went out during the opening, ungoverOl'd by the lace of hearts. The softened discourse of the whole. ( shale grave a pith of him. Whole eye buttoned in the knave himself.

Jim Le ftwich

PERFORMANCE HORIZONS

Pitiful speed to dream.
aer
language, not anything that Wl' re.:ld and in turn keep In eye open notwlth.;,t.:lndlng through eml'rgent
reJoice, who"e ';'Ign.;, they are oVl'rtly. forth nl'vermore on thl' "l'.:I" of marnage, yt'U oblique like thl' ';'Ingular, and then undress myself tt' you, provocallve and oracular, as will move~ me ';'0 are you bdore our",
mu -e of the manllc heart, in that it cannot breathe a word the con.;,cious l'nllrety of its kand. wlldernl'''''
enclo. t'd in the pnsm, hermeneutical attributes into the refinery of peakang, furred stnfe of our own
undressang, extreme opennee;s arranged ao; .:In aggregate of phonemes, e.:lr as an organ open to the buttressl'd witness of the written. variou:ly tht> poe;sibility of the word at Eleue;ls, dance of thosl' cau al breath"
in the church of hypothe"e", a"pirin > from trane;lucent authl'ntlClty to clentlfic hyperbolt.>. meandl'nng a"
If to Ihe well, but to aVOId dOlllg a. the word enfora, 10 Simply mean what ea h word IS to repree;e; thl'" a" a
form f dirge anslde the mand. the arrow seek ... to re"t<'re t health thl .,eerel "f dirt -t addre ......, torn a" a wa\
to Ihe making of Ite; cntlcal pn 'm, if it je; to "ong a. an Jct of compo itltlll.

The piElre becomes information
II
Because it terminates in a more physical result

"'

Go in a bank and start running
Jim Lef wlch

Eel Leonard

Revelations In The Charnel House
far lvall Argilelles and jOlliltJUlIl Berry
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Paul Silvia

Aaron Hawk

sleep-talking is to reveal the breath and voice. without.
i.
"to pronounce," or place the tongue.
indicate the point
with a letter ("zh," "g,") or wrap copper wire around "which
organ that beats." this is "to measure electricity." the
space where pronunciation, or breath, occurs. in the space
where closure is made.
Nathan Austin

cradling sadr
heat blind and bone weary
body is a trance shape forced into heaven
by unscrupulous hermits vast in their solitude
writing their poems in talismanic code
on cicada wings and leaves
dawn's obstruction of grace
whose flight is a swan
raped by her father for the pleasure of voyeur saints
wrapt in elemental shrouds
stormed the ziggurat at Ur (Sin's breath was a sweet poison, 1919
filled the delta with the black
blood of the spleen, which belongs
to the left hand and boils from the genitals
AhF, demon of the 3rd hour
disturbs gravity's habit near Taurus and scatters the planets
even here in Limbo, we observe the wreck
while the radar chatters with evidence and suddenly
the whole light poxed indigo is warbling with profane dialog,
"It's only Chaos barking. But so closely now - and [ almost
make sense of his language, unbearable though what with
the brakes gone on the car, and midnight hot and heavy for daylight..."
0, we were discussing these talismans
made of cicada wings, you
found in the flowers
- was that Gan Eden?
- no, the periodic table, with
the exception
these horses restless in their stalls,
kicking the boards, woke aU creation
Leonard Bernstein conducts the Philharmonic
"Agh, such dissonance!"
the sidewalks emptied at the mention of her name
"and she was screaming, God help me, I don't know what,
just a litany of curses,
and bent over me, right in my ea~
and everything went black, I was so confused,
it was unseasonably '001 and the stonn
had taken out the electricity. I mean, I thought
I was at the kitchen table trying to read
by candlelight, or maybe I had gone out for coffee,
or perhaps I was asleep, dreaming the
whole... - it's very complex - I can't say
what happened exactly, but suddenly I realized [ was
soaking wet, and it felt perfect,
as if the entire conflict had been resolved, knowing,
covered in blood.
Jake Berry

---

balled up in the shower her wet dress the soughing darkness

--.-

duty me mol' tun's than repetition
can repPHt I" cidlvlst dimensions
wh '11 y(W sp ak .. ounc! nut the wont
relax your mOllth. allow it
to b br astfed r tro pectively
al r th mainframed teleprompt
how wid awak all this life
a copaceti fling the nubbins
gOIW to grief th gravy tonsured
good as gelding Pon & o. the breez
hot pantingly to f ign th matter of
this mattering to orne pre-lifelong
doddering that com across as sweet
hort wood tha giv
he forest
und rst ndable pronoun able good name
a mint is what w will have found
when highways have b n slated to move
w st where all th traffic is mythology
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BI~ 'sings e en out
The cough and tamed
AnriclIlars to wit

The once and named
Gestation paths
Stalled near
Ecclesiastical indulgence
Optimistic venturing
Sold stiff
To no one's
Wall-to-wall portfolio
Versed in stasis
Timing the emb ssive
Hankerings to cris
Cross all the stalling

People refuse to see
quality stands for what's ignored
outside world is a thing
stirred by black fmger
worship gains reward
to kill a fish
sends a letter
beyond the current poison
being swallowed by me
Ugly ones are in the mirror
ugly say every day
threatens exposure
in the memory of
a physical present
Rejected life to fall
from judgment

p('('pntnfugal parlan
hips most the weeds
misdflP Is Rlat'l1l th . practigram
}wl"sona-nnn-polygra ph. more seeds than
('an 1)(> I1Rutically r eding
d Rulin R SllH'ar- arnpaigned to paint
wash on thr lin to handle
SOl' mRlf <isant prop rties
that se m qUeL hfd before they blink to life
clnO! h r rr, son i. t 11 Everest
s 'en willie kn ling on a ramp
in a loc ti n quiet to the touch
and temp ra ure 0 graceful
tl t h man figment to have spied
be om th m elve inured to roseate centratas
lea t and 1 afleted to mean an engine
warblmg i an engine in the act
of ea t and drop cl th

look at perversion
by a word like innocent
death urge passing
through everyone's arm
nameless as invisible
scapegoat for sacrifice
uniform dominant
weakness of character
mistaken for an orthodox plea

turmitas
av€'ng th
ir t kindling
ly po mal
pa mal
live a
bon film

Spencer Selby

water on both sides
our train veers
towards the lightning
Sheila E. Murphy

Marshall Hryciuk
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John M Bennet
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Ficus strangulensis

VIRGIL: a violent mistranslation- from the Latin

•

FICUS strangulensis

COME SOME
come some time of any kmd but some sound
even the mght numbers of if he having been
none at any to where no any kind but even
stillest night no not to carry the brief way the
wave the path all suddenly out of still no sound
and stand beneath head against the some nights
only in the clear before and no till back in than
none the as to those malO unmoved or head in
hand hand as shown on elbow all as silent as it
gave the and out up nIght but rather better still
dreamt ghosts make or past and loft open win
dow eyes suddenly some sound same to wonder
time past so and fro and once got by no more
than the mouth that once SIgh upon when even
the feel pulse OF all qUIte still a sound or no
more than as a sound

Slice elides Oh Muse, pull for major we are
not all abrasions they justice and humility; myriad
if we are able to sylvanize the consuls of dignity.
Ultimate of the coming I see the cannine eyes:
greatest through the integral of the secular order.
[....J and the edit and Virgo, reclining Saturn reigns.
[.. J the new progenies they fell from the highest ceiling.
You the world of newly born pretty girls, who fll'St feral
design, toward all surgical gents with a worldly airs,
cast favors for Lucina: you are all reigned by Apollo.

- In fact, this is no translation at all. Consider it a parody of translation.
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pulled it on over his head. Or, rather, he d.l.Q sort of die--the close proximity of the trip
immediately overpowered him. It made him erp, and when he started strangling and
couldn't yank the mask off fast enough, he passed out. It !..tlt like death. he said. But then
a passing motorist cut the mask off him with the edge of a CitiBank MasterCard and he
came to.
That sounded a little more dangerous than romantic. But-·looking up at his face in the
mask, my cheek pressed against his big stomach·-as he talked, I didn't think about the
distinction too much.
"You know, Suzy, wearing a tripe mask takes a lot of skill," Blind Ka said. He
elaborated: "There's not only the tripe smell but the lack of eyeholes to contend with."
"Yeah, well," I said. I had never thought about it much before "Well, yeah, I guess it
must be hard."
I was never too inquisitive with Blind Ka when it came to his mask. Eyeholes or no
eyeholes, I was afraid to say the wrong thing. But one night, when we were getting ready
to go out for tacos and he was trying to find his shoes, he kept walking into the wall by
mistake. Crash, crash. It kept happening. The more I watched him blundering and crashing
into the wall, the more I realized how much his mask needed eyeholes. At that moment, I
felt extremely trapped by this lack of eyeholes--probably because my stomach was
growling so.
The thing is, in those days we pretty much lived on tacos and burgers. That was O.K.
But you can't just go bopping into a resturant, not even a fast food place, when your
escort is wearing a tripe mask without it causing a stir. Not wanting to attract undue
attention, the routine we developed was: Every night at eight we'd walk down the
highway, me leading, to La Liga, where Blind Ka would hang back and wait in the
shadows, and I would go around to the carry-out window, and place our order. It wasn't a
ba system, if you liked tacos and didn't mind eating them only once a day, at night.
All the same, I was in a state. By eight o'clock my stomach was growling and I was
feeling half starved (because when you eat only once a day, that's how you get to feeling
by eight o'clock)--and the way Blind Ka kept walking into the wall was delaying things,
which made me feel cranky and depressed. Finally the question just sort of popped out:
"So why, Ka?"
"So why what?" He was touching the front of his mask, doing it gingerly, trying to
figure out if there'd been any damage.
"So why no eyeholes?"
I waited. He procrastinated in responding.
"Okay, forget it: I started to turn away.
"No, no, no,· he said, coming over to me, taking those little sightless steps of his,
"I'm not trying to give you the runaround, Suzy. It's just that it's not an easy thing to
eeeeeeaaaaaGGGHHH!" This last was ripped from him as he fell into a large hole in the
floor. The hole, which was about six feet deep, had once been a grease pit (We were
staying in an abandoned auto body garage at the time.) After he pulled himself out and
could get his breath back, he said, "Look, let's get one thing straight, eyeholes are not for
me. Did Moses need eyeholes? Did Hitler?"
I forget what I said when he hit me with that. I couldn't keep up with the names
Blind Ka was like a professor, or a walking encyclopedia.
Yes, he was. So why weren't we out walking down that highway toward our one and
only meal of the day? I checked my watch: 8:45. I knew the taco place closed at nine I
tried to hu ry things, but Blind Ka wanted to keep talking For some reason he wanted to
sit there in that drafty garage and talk about his former life-·how he had once been one
of the most prominent dentists on Long Island.
I had heard him mention this before, though never at such length.

Reminiscing about those years, recalling the various yucky teeth and gum ailments he
had encountered in his career, Blind Ka rambled on and on. "Pyorrhea," he said at one
point with a great deal of emphasis, his voice strangely vibrant. "The thing to remember
about pyorrhea is that it's also called Rigg's Disease. It's a disease marked by severe
inflamation of the gum tissues and a loosening of the teeth. An insidious thing. As a
matter of fact, I've known people who wound up on ventilators in the ICU because they
let it go on too long. Hot water had to be poured over those places not completely clean,
and then they were scraped again. The neck was cut around the base of the head and
through the throat so that the backbone was ringed completely. That was the old way.
Nowdays, of course, they saw the backbone right down the middle and get pork chops and
fatback. "
And I was thinking, Pork chops? Fatback? llit doesn't sound right.
I said something to the effect of, "Well, this isn't getting us any closer to dinner:
Blind Ka flared up. "Who told you that, your sister? I don't think you've been listening
to me one bit, little girl." Then he asked me, "Tell me how you remove the leaf lard
while the carcass is still hanging? How do you cut the large intestine free at the anus?"
he asked, like he was giving a 4-H quiz and I was being kept in after school.
He began to talk in the wildest possible manner about removing what he called "the
oh-so-fine little pork tenderloin . . ."
The whole time he was going on like this, sounding less and less like a former
prominant dentist and more and more like an ultra-obsessed meat-packer, I never
seriously connected it to the recent header he'd taken when he tumbled down the grease
pit hole.
I smile and I frown now, as I look back, when I think of how long it took me to notice
he was injured. You could say I was too busy thinking about other things: about how late
it was getting, about how this crazy meandering blue streak he was talking was causing
us to miss supper, about how much my stomach was growling. (Plus--something that
was never far from my teenaged thoughts--I was wondering if I would ever have a
full-length silver fox coat to stride around in during the winteL) In short, I was too busy
being angry and preoccupied to see what was what.
Because (dumb me) by the time I woke up to what was really happening, enough
seepage had already occured to work its way through the tripe cloth. It had oozed
straight through--turning his mask a glowing wet pinkish color at the crown, like a jelly
doughnut left too long in the glove compartment.
I saw that his brains were leaking out.
I also saw that his head had taken to jerking madly over to the side as if an electric
current were being suddenly jabbed into him. This was happening about every five
seconds and it didn't look that great.
Meanwhile, dizzy, hectic, his voice continued its ghoulish monologue, practically
nonstop, saying things like, "Find the joints, and cut the shoulders and hams off ... blah,
blah, blah."
People don't like to hear me say this, but I didn't hesitate. I didn't have any big inner
struggle. Maybe it's because I was already thinking, This man is massively braindamaged. He doesn't know what he's saying. He doesn't know how much a whole bunch of
nines are. He seems to be involved in some weird pre-racial memory of backwoods hogmeat preparation, his wires are so crossed. This shit could go on all night.
"O.K., for once in your life have some sense," was what I told myself before it went
any further. "Be realistic: do you really want to stay around this crummy garage with
nothing to eat and nothing to do and have to sit here all night and listen to somebody
totally addled who's twitching out and talking a lot of yap through a blood-soaked tripe
mask that doesn't even have eyeholes? What's to keep you from taking off? What's the
big deal? Go, girl. Just get up and do it: go."
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And I think that's exactly where fortune turned around for me, opening its arms and
welcoming me to a whole new viSion and ball game. By the end of the week, once I had
put Blind Ka and the garage firmly behind me, I met a wonderful new rn,trI. wh( was
part-owner of a used bookstore and knew how to have fun n e socin Ie and ould ven
play an instrument (the snare drum), but who, so far as I could tell, never felt compelled
to cover his face with anything more exotic than his own boxershorts, which came
hand-picked from the Goodwill, boxers mostly in these unobtrusive blue and gold polka
dot patterns that always looked neat enough to me. In fact, times when he'd get to
wearing them over his head (something that generally happened on weekends after he'd
had a case or two of Colt 45), I couldn't help thinking of them as a definite improvement
over Blind Ka's mask. After all, those boxers were 100% cotton, not tripe. If I close my
eyes I can still picture how cute they looked swaddling his darling coot-like head as his
leg went up in the air and the toes of his foot became rigid and pointed at the ceiling,
etc., and although they sometimes became mussed or rode down over his eyes-especially when he was doing a lot of rolling around or darting and squealing--still, to
my way of thinking, those boxers of his were never anything less than presentable,
subdued in color as they were, seldom too frayed or hellishly tattered, barely track d.

Al Ackerman
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TIMBER WOLF (from 7.29)
YOUNG AND WORTHLESS (from 4.1)
One must have the delicacy to call them "floor dugs" not "large breasts"
to sense how popular I was at Vacation Bible School
when I made the drains moan and got to hopping like a meatloaf bouncing
hair:

And shirtless I had faith in the stunt I had been working on
all that summer the kind neurotics hind-weepy and demaned don't remember how old I was but they were
hardly in a condition to crave antacid hung around me
for eight years as I raised my arm to make lists of who
was to hold me against the wall while my laughing hammer tapped out putrefaction index code leaving logic's
stone-aches free to pal around with a gangly hysteric's
strength a series of focus-group fuck-you's lent glands in 100
light earth pool above us disappearing here where rotting
crow a pet like no other spilled out onto my bare feet
my ankles leaving their bed for a padded cell seemed to
say goodbye to their last chance for a normal nomadic life
my strategy they said thinks of you each night and laughs
the more racy remained motionless their lighter wires around
the special pleasure of releasing lox all over my body
such a coarse story was either a "fantasy" or it was "saucy haunches"
whose beauty was to die for, or anyway roll on the floor for
set loose I wouldn't do it without nobody watching else stupa
transplants making crepe suzette waves behind your face
remain indistinct like morning wine migraine smoking lazily
somewhere else gaseous cream flatly foamy made the point
that going back ape for more inside your cheek wouldn't
flicker at our vision's edge any more than dopey fly's flailing
attempt to reach an equipoise on beans would ultimately
uncover a strange turnip hang-up confusedly probing a daffodil
and thus finally complete the retreat into female halt cast
humping liver shiny on the stool I'd be 'shamed of it too
had I your drinking-too-much retention habit what almost
c1ayed the hole closed where flame like noise from nearby lungs
came pouring in like something which alas landed upwind from us
the result--in effect, a battery blown mit the gravy!-was the stunt I'd been working on shirtless all that
summer so fault not the glamorous fistula spitting in all your
envelopes but lift me, boys, to the halter she wore boldly both
D-cups fraught with snails your skull will cool those snails
till they'll go humping up and down the stairs their snail's
pace legless a sign they got diabetis maybe my fervent hope
for the buttery sweetness of snails with diabetis was coming
true I raved from a rest home as soon as I understood
what had happened to my fundida in your sticky head
but by now the situation had gotten out of hand.

and have inhaled the clam's sweet breath more fart hammer loony than
your caulk pie
to bore through facial smear of bleary wheezing and seize the rabbit's
knob
annexed by wreathing bugs and logs in boiling lamp fat
until the matter with your armpit foamed brightly, and routes of tables
soaked with arms licked the plate to a rose beside you, its petals
flavored with a wash rag flavor, a good start on playing a banjo
and talking to a liver-head, whose curling edges like your shorts was full
of pea
nut skins blown around by your feet chopping the loose humid air
a shirt of calf tongues expells everytime toothless rage passes
for what passes at the Vatican for fat below the malt line, for what
dreamed you on the table sure dreamed a heaving diurnal-sausage-form.

MR. PIMPLEPARROT AND EDITH'S NODULE (from 4.22)
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Then suddenly margarine slathered teeth floating immobile
drew back like a crack you tongued your eye wrapper entirely,
whispering, "I want rotor face pissing out of fear all so that
inflated poking place eyes can see all that bile around your knees
my lips can't cover," and in a moment flood trash was free,
lying before dripping like a beansoup nasal halo in or around
slightly farm holed fresh young nakedness, and feeling that
indeed seeds heaving and sticking eyes were covering it
with fiery kisses. But Mr. Pimpleparrot was never idle!
and while this sensation flashed through lung's moths
one of slaws your often piled bottom arms had slipped under
diapered future tulip back and wound itself around glandsmonition so that no suture wakes above the throne hand
again enclosed flooded parking lot mixture sucking
at your nape left breast. At the same moment the other hand
softly separated hat temptation behind amonia thund.er legs
and began to slip up the old path it had so often traveled
in darkness. But now it was light, pink cherry-turning drool
was uncovered, and looking downward, beyond tangerine
flame too long like all confessions dark, silver-sprinkled
head undressed in the sink could see your handle kinda flakey
own parted knees and outstretched ankles and feet. Suddenly
dangler held with tape remembered rubber mask hissing
out the ears' rough advances, and shivered out of dripping
out the cracks you savored.

THE EXPLANATION (from 5.20)

BLIND KA (from 6.24)

Those chewing facedown go:
on the crouch born In fried I call this Adoration of natural
crouching--on
your head Joe E., Joe E. Ant,
Joe E.--I call this ant Joe. E. when the name implies an ant
when it was I crouched
there the light is crouched
on your collarbone there is the salt
flame you leapt upon. So
what was seen of two somnambulists who leapt upon the bus
like the Elohim when
they crouch in such
isolating atmosphere that a powerful mesmerizer taco chip beneath
the fridge-You burn, Ugly Wiggly, but
Cuter than
The name implies
a thought you kept 20 years of paste spagetti sauce entrusted
with the fabrication facedown its "tasty rear" combustion door
into what foam behind your belly place of chute sat? the fact
of being on the crouch, like leaping and loping, throwing and blowing.

NICE GAMS SONNET (from 8.26)
The penny vision inhaled, the room grew
Mal grand fairly new dead learned my three groans
Spat where tomato lost red hams to the sky
& those became your mom's thick meaty hams
Whew! those hams of hers can plum wear one out
When they induce bearded clams in berets
To lounge around slumpy like e
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Gress a baby eagle
Its soppin wad crawled KMart walls
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Whew! craw/in walls shook that slobber inside your dream city
thicker'n the castle of lies about redigested
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Nice gams as distinguished from gams not so
Nice because I guess undigested gams can crush your windpipe
Al Ackerman
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This is a true confession about me and the Blind Ka Over the years, we
developed excellent communication skills and discussed every facet of our
raging sexuality, using coarse frenzied psychic resistance to writing to
explore many morbid "blabber" fantasies. None of that jagged blue
stocking cap commitment to "instant replay," "subliminal cuts" (your own
ideals are not my fault nor will I succumb to such while basking in the
other principal element of my selfhood, psychopathic illness, in my cozychair), etc., etc.--not because they are wrong, but because of some sort of
wonderful memory of the fingers sent back by kidnappers in those old
pragnut episodes. Remember those little matchboxes lined with cotton?
How wonderfully stained and bedraggled they became by the time they had
conveyed fingers through the mails? No one with such a collection could
mistake the streets of Blatherville, Ohio. By eleven o'clock, in the hot May
air, the pail beneath the drugstore calendar was full of knee replacements,
and in the street the light fell with the look of sky and shopping carts, at
once. Norm J.'s dark-haired Czech war bride made another appearance on
the porch of the second floor of the commercial house in her slip, which
was rayon, ivory, nearly see-through, conveniently rucked, while behind
her, from the darkness of the screen door, a gnarled turkey hand groped
forth to fetch her back inside. Down in the street Felix, the village poet,
ran around trying to get people to "feel of" the place on his arm, and
explained to anyone who would listen how it was causing him to say
"Carl", when what he'd been strugging to say all day long last Sunday was
"car." The wind rattled the beer caps in his hair. (Kinda scary when you
saw the number caught there, wasn't it?) The Ramos was hampered by the
sticks inside his pants, each representing a contradictory impulse having
to do with mood swings brought on by what the coffee manufacturers in
those days were calling "double-eyelid". Johnee's doctor tittered like a
scarecrow gulping corn-water as he made two more little incisions exactly wrong; the planes flew over the dam; Simple Ben ogled the buggy screen
and rake contamination; the T. Justice Duggan Belt Society whipped themselves into a frenzy of acid salts. O'Looney's Foodliner hung out a big
banner featuring jellybeans--sour apple, sour cherry, sour grape, sour
lemon, sour orange, berry blue, caramel corn, french vanilla, iced tea with
lemon, nutter, mango, kiwi, puce, black prun , lemon drop, coleus, king
quince, red licorice, strawberry jam, wildebeest, wildberry. 0 how your
pubes would get to shakin' and ajigglin' as you walked backwards intent on
bluffing your way through the checkout line--the fact that if they thought
you were coming rather than going it might enable you to realize quite
substantial savings on your week's jellybeans--a quite different idea than
being bred straight into unnatural hind-contact with the arm of Willie,
Professor Hymen's dummy.
Al Ackerman
synoptic
Parabolic heat arcing, simulacrum strut, a four
dimensional two step hair lipping, foul mouthing
riffing testicular bells; rastafarian jazzmen
organically blessed, a feruled companion, a stifled
fulcrum posed to make the optimum leap past the
lutefish spawn those dread atmospheric creatures,
beat companions of night, who hears the oars? the
~
artificial wave(ing)?
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Alan Catlin
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ELBOW DOING SIXTY (from 6.24)
Much too much pussy-footing in the garlic dept.,
the automatic checkout muscle

1.

undresses the tape across your mouth this is your muddy South
Flipper

c.'__ £ll
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Hola Johnee: Still immersed in the mighty book of KNOW OTHER. In this case, I started
jotting down lines of my own that eventually became "Dainty Teas" then took KNOW
OTHER and chose phrases at random, shuffled these and drew blind to find what phrases
would be grafted in italics at the end of each line. Hence,
DAINTY TEAS

groping in
and out your throat when you gave the Bible lesson
Under me
fly slush, and gummed grapes black dome mind pushing your eye toward
bacteria shirted number the hair knotted not only
in your beer hand;
Lice patters bed you sink
Besides so involved with them lice cakes you saw the bug's
leg retract saw ink like cream inside your socks saw a "dirty face"
in pelts of sky
and shopping carts,
then a funny thing happened:

Deaf person not gifted in Italian like a spade of learning
Seeks dainty teas. Outside, a high wind turns my breath wrung from
Inside, suspense on the stairs as some kind he splayed crossing parkinglots like a wind
Of mental defective with a bad prison haircut lists of firings, a stool
Is revived with a tot of brandy with so's lists just some sly smear, standard
A worm in it, laughs, eats the worm, babbles breast implant where's real she, and
like a skinny gorilla doing lots of monkey frost on her back
Business with a wax nose and handcuffs. Buried glass leaks sweet fingered insertion

those
A plug of plaster falls out of the wall. I sleazed down that long-burning bucket up
A cervix parts company with its breakfast stole from the sore walls I was
Sickness. Oh, for a punch to the chin and fetal thinking where I lately
Another and another. If wounds tube-o'-thought where the lobe
From the recent elections never stop eating stew, and the shattered dishes soaked
Quartering more or less monstrous broods like my hand in yOW departure licking your

troubling blur

2.

In every room, you know damn well I'm black teeth close to
Going to have to strip search everyone blown to a fence packed like pants
On earth. There I've said it and I'll say it close to my laundry below reproach syntax
Pumping wildly on my trips the honeymoon what list was left all downhill through

Thanks to your lice cake
fluctuation
Rice began to travel
almost any distance to get together with other rice
You should
witness a World Rice Convention!
Every rice who can possibly make it
starts out for the Convention City!
The 1950 get-together
was held in Spokane, Washington,
over the Labor Day weekend and
rice came to it from all over the
country
A lot of them drove out from the
East, picking up other rice along the way
for rice our drool it's gold a hiney

gagging burns

was kinda damp kinda pressed your liver
its halter scuffed against the wall living
sleef and a pail beneath
Now you claim your
knee like water or a lens
and that a
tumor in your arm's making you say "Carl"
everytime you mean to say "car"
Well, hell
you can just forget your worries when you
and your ilk too thin dream flat slug ape slug
ape nutsy, then lug hissy, lug hissy
fist clustered tricks what tips the water in
drool floorward till the bathtub brimmed with fools
whereas I was drooling on the stick you
groan and swallow drool like Giant Rabbit Witness a World Rice Convention, my titus.

Al Ackerman

With a fouled-up early life among the hung smeary legs danced from this
'X' brings to such information typically a flown-off eye
our fixation on science owns nothing to the side
Otherwise I am no more responsible misunderstood cereal what but's winging
For your manic-depression than I am high on a dumpster twirling and flapping
Responsible for the series of fires vision of meeting the head juice slopping towards
I keep setting because of my mood swings stooping to tie where the crack
Whacking at gnats with an ax is boring singing backward down that thicked lapped tube
Compared to the spectacle of Shittin' Ben snuck around under a nipple
Who's on the corpse in a minute. He's my mud's flavored blind
In a big hurry to forget who's the rained milk of percipi
Servant, who's the bat's eyes. The funny part the red brain peeled spiral
Is this is the happiest birthday you will in a warehouse of abandoned office supply
Ever know. What's more I believe you're more gash than fodder for finding
Completely wasting your time. You see, she can neither hear nor speak Italian.

Wall Phillips

Al Ackerman
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e f~ried her in the boondocks on Wednesday
strlpped organs cut her toenails busy
"Entrails of refrigerator! door ectasy!"
exclaimed, while I coagulated
on the blackboard
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WEAVING OF ROBIN CROZER & JOHN M. BEN ETT

SNAKE SKIN

Some make it thru by the skin of their teeth. Some skin their knees when they
fall in the gravel and never get up. Some skin snakes out of boredom, some do it
for profit. Some just need a pastime, some need work. Some need to skin over
the raw spots left from rubbing on life. Snake boys we whisper, when they cruise
by in their high-octane jalopies.

John M. Bennett

& Diane Bertrand

Girls like snake boys. They like to peel back the skin and peek at the raw spots.
They like to spread their legs for the tiny hot coral snake, for rattlers and cobras,
hooded hypnotic. Girls love to come to at the snap of a finger and not know
what they did. They offer up roses to some porcelain virgin with an embarrassing
child in her arms. "Thank you mama," they pray, "for this hot happy feeling that
I don't even know where it came from. God is good. God is the King Snake."
Boys like snake girls too. Their flickering tongues as they sidewind thru lust. The
wet python mouth of their hot cunts that can swallow you whole. The venom that
squirts from their eyes. All the havoc they wreak in their snake pit, teeming like
maggots. The paralysis that comes from a fang thru the heart. "Here, eat this
apple," they say, and the fool does it. Down comes the tree snake and bites off
his balls. Gelded and horny, he runs from the garden.
Sperm-sucking ovaries, shape-shifting snake of deception, the snake-bite of a
short-run existence. Life is a hiss and a slither. All the flags and the prophets
can't change it. Life is a viper, shedding skins thru a bad evolution.
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Dear Robin: add to, fill in, etc., and get this back to Johnee Bennett,
or to me (Franee Rutkovsky), since Betty will be going back to Georgia
soon, unless you can get it to her in time so she can e-mail it back to me,
at which point I can mail it to Johnee. Got that?
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To:

'rue, 03 Mar 199822: 41; 57 -0500

(Fr~nRutlcov5lcy)

From: BarbaraP4:s:smore
Subject: Re: what I :sent to Betty Derr lck ye:sterdal

Dear Betty: Here i:s a poem fromJohnM. Bennett, dated Feb. 181998,
that J r~c~tvcd 1n t.hn mall on March 21998.
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DARK LADLE

Would That It Were But It's Not

We form dark ladle the weaponry sprawJed from ton ue
foam, faltered spoon, rabbits dripping in the clo~et
andtpassed :rom hand to hand till the barracks exploded
pas the stIll slime wall, or case (gland
where y~ur worms debate their faith corpse by cor se old
sa~, h~lr between its teeth and (turns what
p
~~I~er1ng m~kes.in gelatinous embrace a feather bellows
a uously 1n w1nd rippling the viscous scars I
embrac~ w1th. tongue and vapor in pockets known from
glandslng, 11ke the mist groaning in your closet
tenders me a shoe,and by that death I finger torches
fla~ly, :orest, bed outside the "closet s" breath
yo~ d d:IV~ beneath your armpit to soar a martyred
ba1t sW1ng1ng cone of laughter, like a hair inside
your nose I sme~t you: lap and rose to cannister volume
and fanned out 1n squ1rming release float noon pants
~a~ wav~ slow reversal "your're scoundrel flog~ingl" she
~lnts 1n dark. wagging stone, towels' shingled back
were a small 1tch flagged and dripping found her weight
an eye who'd backwards toll in smoke pickled tho h I
navel seated deep in flame ducked under the fle~;e n
ga~g banged. for a riot to name folding, stand stor~
brlgh~ly sh1rt the nostril hand framed and placed
flogg1ng or inclined to wreck the palate festered in
foot sadder than a fork gland, wreathes of breakfast ...
I

Jake Berry & John M, Bennett
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! for VICENTE HUlDOBRO

"Cecil Taylor worked as a dishwasher in a restaurant where
his songs were on the jukebox. Better that than Maya Angelou,
on the cover of Forbes magazine, for making $4.3 million in a
year, holding a lifetime appointment as an American Studies
professor for 1100,000 a year."
A quote from Jack Saunders' latest pamphlet, Atlanta, 1996.
Jack keeps banging out the pamphlets, deca e after decade,
blowing his pennywbistle on all the shuck and jive. Jack the
Pamphleteer, muckraker extraordinaire.
When a poet rakes in over four million in a lifetime, leave
alone in a year you know she's got intelligence-community
connections. Anyone aking four million a year has i telligencecommunity connections. The business of the intelli ence
community is to clear a path for the peop e ined up to make
that kind of money.
t's not a government of the peop e, it's
a government of industry, a government of business, 't's not a
government at all it's a partnership of a global nature.
Would that i
er~ dif
. nt, but 't'n ot. Would t at we could
do s methin~ to c ange 1t, but we can do s litt., beLng so
li ttle being juo:>
and nothing mo --spe k your' p1ece, like
Jack
nd they rollover backwards laughing.
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Well, fine.
e 's 0 a itt e, he li tIe we can do. Here's
a place to start. Cancp,) yo
u scription to Poet~ ~ Writers,
a front for the intelligence community, and end the money
you'll save to Jack for a year's worth of pamphlets. Go ahead,
What have you got to lose? ~fuat are you waiting for?
The cover of Forbes? Four fucking million
~ve a lit le face
dollars? Or just a little trickl -d wn?
and play the lottery instead. Pack p yo r troubles in your
old kitbag and smile smile, smile as ou walk out the door.
do it.

A Guggenheim?
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how much money? the line went silent
more silence in the remote settlements
we began driving north again

Etiolational V
we sped him through the second Roman dawn
wiping the rearview mirror with a white silk handkerchief
Sunday drizzle
learning and relearning signs
since he knew only German, Sanskrit, Latin, and English
he drew models of fractures and cinders
glimpsed back through epics
to the landing at the mouth of the Tiber

opening her robe she lipped foreign lingua
exposed rising waters
disclosed hatchways in the observatory
mobilizing shadows and beacon stems smoking in the open surge
permission to apply pulse and procedure on the whole joyfully
exhausted from the sun but
firm enough to admit that there are such
things as gravity and peaceful sedition

turn to the lunar television and witness undercurrents
chaos expression
elegant radios pointing toward the moon's decrepit mist
as a child I dreamt solely ofrocketships
in the mosquilo summer nights ofIndiana
details only please, like the $10,000 you received for public appearances
now they jail citizens for not aiming nose-cones at the ground

E. A. Hilbert

vitrine
V&a~ram-presenllngto

'sit in a chair about three feet from the pattern and
stare at the set distribution until the contrary becomes apparent'

~
;
~

I'm getting kind ofspooky these days
let the scene fade from imagination
let those in the lecture hall decide for themselves
now maybe I will have to
inseminate the complicated one who tried to leave me

;
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as we approached the base we polished cutting tools
and yawned at the plastic
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.Iooked up in surprise as the mi sile-forested field
turned to exhaust throwing up ucrose and acceleration
the imple pleasures of a scholarly life
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fleeing his failed life
he spat out a mouthful of lenses and flowers on 20 / 20
his bloodstream hidden with viruses
freezing memory to any topic like quartz crystal
tight in her smooth slim perhaps undergraduate physique
thousands of copies of the first concept of free speech

glancing down at the parking lot behind the physics center
all he had to do was release the rail
infinite supply of coal black ovules in a frangible universe
leaving LIS sexually relaxed but intellectually transparent
so why not get the hell out now
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FOR SOME REASON I WANT TO CALL THIS ONE JOAN OF THE JUNGLE

CAMERAOBS URA

Joan Payne Kincaid

All the cats patrol in front of the monitor...
End of the year again creating
a tree matching this color to that blue to blue
with contemporary colored lights to tease the mind
away yes they will all be
here and the dog is on his best
behavior large in his mahogany
separating each bow from memory,
the way it rises or drapes, the way the lover branches
over the trunk....you can see it through the window..
The large blue distance some of the stems
tum downward fingers plying piano computer or organ.
Sergeant the pitbull watche the news in his chair.... Chiquita t~e rescued
takes Lillian's stuffed toys away and eats them.
Yes it is night again and the cats patrol as you tear
into a task painting white on - board- freedom diving in to newness
how numb you must be to do it.., to live
in all the comers of the world, off of which the mind lives;
edit yourself. . use the whip Capote spoke
of god giving the artist...the whip from which there is no holiday....
The trees ar in shrouds where they are left as useless on the forest floor;
Lillian so sweet, works so hard and no one comes to the shop
where the pitbull cornered you one day...thinking you had come to take
Chiquita away.... for he is now in love.
Due to allergic bronchitis an Old Fashioned cheers and thank
Lillian for the lovely little basket of violets .,.you kiss
for her sweetness and her hard life and for loving Chiquita
the head whirls everything needs be done at once
can not do it all... sometimes just drifts away in silence
silence oftre • or this tree which I tum up a little here,
spread out pull down growing through reality..
reality with its unpredictability..of an in t or bear
entering th dynamic that cannot run but mu t remain
always always rooted everyone dealing alienation.,.in a gallery
pu hin buttons th t say only please please please please puleeeeeeese.

Bled white again up a big stub but either way up or down:
To whose gnome being mapped do you owe your allegiance?
Give it some thought: I'll be right back, right back
Right back--see? as long as I keep my voi~e creeping
up the scale in these carefully measured Incremen,ts
you'll go on thinking I'm still in the next room peeing
but I'll really be out there somewhere on the line
throwing my voice back negligently towards you
across some brown hills that look to me like knees
dusted lightly with freckles and connected
to one hell of a pelvis
covered with a pelt
that won't quit
smothering
my cries
and whispers
and gurglings
and pleas
finally it comes to that
thrashings and pleadings mmpf
mmpf like Freud
man he liked to watch used
to beg me to take him along
sometimes I did and sometimes I just
you know
changed my name and went into a hotel
where the staff may not have been too highly educated
but at least they knew in a riddle whose answer
is forbidden city
what is the only city forbidden
to appear in the jungle of the riddle?

Glans T. Sherman
dream hungry the call of a crow on the tele~ pole

hW'

h If-circled ( he globe) desiring machines or loW'
-Ii
s in rorschach whores ("impels this edible
mumbo-jumbo" tol interrelated parts ("of speech"
or he mou h lab le
pparatus) of possession ("
in orbit")
h

i

chart "jargon" (mouth)-to-mouth) method used for
communication in emergencies or test "flighty" 1m
pu s of aspira e Hot "so turned" X-r ys and hav
Ing colorf s to light touch or (hold "m"

Nat.h;;m Aust in

covert tongue by scribble procedure elided thus
matter of shocking "cinema diction" as ( hanky
panky" default or) shorthand "xanax beauty spot"
or "trap" silent "mouthing surprise" to induce
(pulsory in suspense of) "fever"

Nathan AustJn

Choice of ead irks body you might say
when, before stepping around a loose-skinned old plantation yardcreature, rabbit heads start slamming down around your legs. Thud,
thud. One by one they land, and it's as though oafed
but powerful emotions were assuming the memory of unsuitability
you carry in your genes, a holdover from the
years you actually welcomed and made room
in your white whipcord breeches for a fur
burger. Meanwhile, the just-risen sun gleams
on both your heads, the Nixon and the Johnson.
Meanwhile. your intended bride waits within;
her breath mists the glass in several places.
Nameless chewy ones are still pinning up her hem.
Pet hogs in search of acorns roam the rooms downstairs. In their eyes
things each have three seconds of topaz life before jaw muscles start
rippling in the mirrors on your shoes which jiggle and mostly reflect
the yellow results if you gets to mashing the big banana
of lust into your ear too mUCh. Too much of that, plus drug
war obsessing in a person's thinking and acting out,
can add up to finding yourself headed lost in circles·
round and round a weedy yard and its iron furniture.
Much helpless weeping and then the rabbit heads start thudding.
--Blaster AI Ackerman
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Astronomical sense of the smallest circle
emenance. implicate.mediocracy.
to the end of this chilling side scalp.
smoking songs the road vent ships
toward my house.bundling this evening
w/your fiance. train exhaust that
tortured stairway bending ring
bargains I see that city.1 see your
hat on.1 see design + some
postmaster instigation malfunctioning
over + above all previous malfunction.
sorority clues from a chapter we
won't read tonight. her mattress
- an order of profuse bacteria.
a wealth of softer chain hints
-L memories of an operation. there.
so she'd never sleep again.
shot box burned black. hysterical.
Aaron ~ lavA

are legends increasing
in silence 1 follow where he led

through the dirty air
many a wavering banner and
few chosen filthy deeds

try living in my car for a while
answer inquiry
seethe this absenter

-- rancis Pool

this has been
willed where what
willed must be

DavId

Rrtrnl

My Boar's head scalp
peeled torward like
the thin skin of a
lark's cherry breast
divides us now as before
we ever met. Through the mem-brain
[ see you kneeling at my feet
eating the Tangerine in one bite
bees crawling around your lips
a waterfall behind going off
as 1 ate the bloodro t sandwich
you had mad for me
at our last campfir
a necklace of leech
ar u d y throat
m nkey 10 the tre s
chattering the secret names
of your bewilderin d ire.

ipT'

Excerpt from

The Epics

h dl tancing kinbum under crapulous sky caps,
the \ ave~ dormant dogstar et for sextant wire trace
or funher~ng the god tree into odden plink divets
and.a tr;:lclng against the cumulus vonex forootten slaps
dcvlslonll1~ the sightings through di incenti~ed grace. .
we plunge II1to the creeping wallhanging like privets.
I hen, oh then and begins damp for the luxury cars
for an escutcheon's hypotenuse practiced in midair
011 the walch of a derai led dimpled crown cotton
Hey. a ~elocity of interference threatens our dog'Mars
~ho entorced complacency is what yelling my dear
II1to the bowling lane's gorged valley like rotten.

E~gs. and orange lil~b lice, An history demanding
~t use more than a Simple question primed for heroism
like u eless windchimes thoroughly grounded in spume
~e seate~ as ',ichen. we threaded as rat repenting
,
light pi Int,enng on, the sure fire face in deep spasm
or cholera lIke love In the forgotten luice of the lumber room.

Art Brew, Outsider Artist; or, The Raw and The Cooked
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Giovanni Mali to

!t maketh, It breaketh the polite pool side tactics
In an arborial armistice forged upon the ankle of lad like trope
as weavm~ the theoretical bung lay chord when prefatory scenes
delay n?thmg m~re th~n wholesale price and vision rackets
pre,vent.lng,the mica mike from reaching a suicidal t-rope
which foolish gimmick then be beaten unto watery demeans,
Or domains. pulling and pushing our commanded shelves
be fit fO,r fin .rescue though hunger sing the wheat stamps
appr~ntl~ed In the mildew holds that once we whiled as willows
~eavdy limbed and greening on the seas, unhappy selves
Irre,levant to dogstar allocations. the taking wheel on the ram s
dended whole entirely a bunch of lifes indeed deemed lows. p

At Christmas, Owen and Jeannie stayed
with Brenda, in the trailer, and we went
to eat together, at the Seafood Grill,
in Appalach, which is used as a location
in Ulee's Gold. Groaning combination platters.
We drove to Cape San BIas, en route,
and looked out over the dunes, towards the Yucatan,
and I thought of Jim Ford's canoe paper,
and ancient arguments about diffusion,
migration, versus independent invention,
evolutionary process, men not speaking to each other
over the classification of a potsherd,
grudges held, students used as pawns,
as bargaining chips, and I was so glad to be
out of the frying pan of academia and into the fIre
of the glamorous, high-paying life of a free-lance writer.
Writer-in-residence, in a university, is an oxymoron.
If you ain't out here, at war with the trolls, you're in there acclimatizing.
When does protective coloration become industrial melanism?
I'd tell you what I do, but then I'd have to kill you.
By the time you detect an odor you are dead.
It's the difference between Clovis, New Mexico, and Muleshoe, Texas.
You pays your money and you makes your choice.
At least I didn't bite my nuts off for a seat at the banquet table.
A bricoleur don't need no stinking badges, man.
The savage mind. The science of the concrete.
La pensee sauvage. Wild pansies.
Simpering Byzantines of the world-unite!
You have nothing to lose but your self-respect.
Jack Saunders

Jon Cone

FRACTAL
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each dish comes with a great companion
of epic discretion
.
.
illuminated by tendency
ln certaln parts of the vowels (characters)
each took possession
entrancing & sensuously
by the reverent freezer
hummed the books and dark
if at
train tracks and globe tank
like wisps of copper
nightflies emerge from
winter-~ime breath (reflection)
nostrl1 recognition
and a reddish black casement slit
dressed in dulled/distanced/throes
John Grey
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n IE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD (SOLVED I)
I

te

REQUIE\{ FOR A TOOTH

off the bridge clutching Dickens' rumpy corn plume

Or rather say I hop off the slit which has made me slump.
Cream tooth flambeau sump tine describes my discernible limp
Tool but to feel my foot sink into your sleef
Sleef please allow me to shout it out folded like nick rust punder foam
Sty clump ladder flap bleat stew uncurling from your pantaloons
And making all the sheep on the road happy
Is the only brim for my hat. Now what crow craw click
Was that, swinging numbp past the slew
It' berries yanked out from under my wonderful Sunday evening hunger
or tribadism, like a swelling organ
Tune picked out by foot till Edwin crashed
Into the stray custard wall at St. Pancreas
With his nork? Your own?
'Pon my word, sir, if I may point to certain homicidal tendencies
In standing by the window, shaking it like a claw,
Does not flatuation wrist float flutey damp womb convection flusher
Which was once a nock in a hospital?
I am completely better, thank you. Besides I
Deliberately fell on the stairs so I could
Seize the big knob which rub burr bland noggin gleam
The old story of an ale habit which wanted more ale
Told anew. In the 100, if it's snatch you crave, a lantern beam
Shot aloft to from the shadows snatch woo luffer stubble stoat
Singing nab softee head's deck, is available. Note that
The deck's wetness is rather all-pervasive, encouraging
Desecration of tip flab. So your amateur slasher activity
Crops up again in knead stem shorts slushee steak stick kite
, or eyes and ears whisper foolish rudder fur
As the entrails heard the lamp rice cram tome
Slam shut, like Sam Spade after a bad clam lunch,
Very interesting, and the gardener's suspicious splashing
Onc the seat was up, his animalism while chancre
Fresh he put forth stub snorkle inhalation, so juiced he was
Why, like me, he could hardly stand up, much less confess!
n,us r'~ murderer of Edwin Drood is none other than
Col. M ,tard in the Pantry with a Vegetable Juicer.
(Just kidding.)
No -the murderer of Edwin Drood is none other than
That arch fiend wrap priss boat hack compaction Sluice'

J.rk A. WI hpr

One less to chew. one less in which to grow long. one less to lie through: can't for 'pit whistle.
To insure identification of the corp e. it was vital to keep you under professional care. You exhibited
this personality called smile. apparently descended from the snarl. fear and aggression the mother of us all.
In dream you leaped like Coke and Pepsi cans from speeding Cadillacs, littering with aluminum the
Galaxy.
Had you yourself owned wheels - would've been a Nash. So you could drive around with the top down
showing off the pearly whites. Hit the hom. Pull into McDonald's with a screech to set the choppers on
edge.
But you never owned beans - stony, penniless. broke to the bone. Now outside the mouth - nothing but a
lump of carbonate: just another busted seashell.
Toss you in the trash. Sink onto the pillow. Contemplate the ceiling, asking the vacancy in the hotel of
myself: well. then. what do [ own'?

Willie Smith

---

in the brief blue flash of the train's light on the tunnel wall abhor
~

Magentate Anaesthesiurn
Lawrence Weinstein
I

:groteque and martyred:honneur bio1ogate defamed:here lies:
the horizona1 gab1e:anxious milling instant:opprobrious
delayed mouthpiece:sedge:
ern hendrance:scabby the knees:deeper into the forirnace:exude:
extremist di loben:he1d for the moors:pokerate:e1bow
room:swam:
II

Sma e

grunch mit theory:p1ease black te1ephone:shudders:worse
connective: oncegreat cheap statement:1a 1a the
handcuff:bowe1s of the bands:a study of four:
saxophone praclice upslairs the machine fills with water

5

please don't win much more:traced inscription:exegesis in
povrem:behaviora1 fear:
clime et blueish in distance:window by the bay:
inheritance innocence:matins

7-17-98
by Dan Russell

In one of my forays Into the second attention I connected one 35-foot-long Burmese
pythoness, one aloe vera house-plant, and one 1929 Underwood typewriter together Witt
blackwire, to make Three. After waiting 4000 years, I found they had written a fIve
word poem which, because it was given in a telepathic trance language called Saurian
Mindspeech, required translation. Here follows one version.
PESKO:
Longhorn cow skull contained in a birchwood shadow box sealed In a glass
sphere atop a desert sand dune over which a hot Wind blows left to right at five knots.
Add The Song Of The Limitless Present (70 MPH tire-hum on a concrete highway) and
the lines, new paradigms/effortless creation/Self-the-same-as-God/forever becoming the
more of itself/Skull and Spirit working together/constructing the Inns of Life.
PERFECT: Black wires strung from wooden crossarms on a long line of thick wooden
poles leading off Into the distance alongside a two-lane blacktop road. Add green glas5
Insulators and the sound of pussy willow catkins in spring (feel this). Add the lines,
together and whole/forever the soul/alive the power sings/God and soul and physical self
equal/easy as a river bends.
PERIWINKLE: Elongated snail shell lying on a bed of sand behind the clear glass of a ful
50 gallon aquarium, and the lines, Life is a sheil-gift game/information gravitates/
conSIder vibration of wave forms/white sea-fog drifting in from the ocean/across the
Arabian desert/brain cell firing across synapse/cellular memories/only and always
now/Love grows the soul in flesh/rain falling into a lake/surrounded by old growth forest.
PRIZE: Power and Freedom/the poet's wordblood/velns and artery sound/ocean-heart
beating/Life and Death a mystery equal/ In the Inns of the bones/in the marrow cells
altars/in the sighing of reeds/wind-heard secrets/in the call of a loon/the songs of
whales/the musical saw/ancient knowing.
PLUM: Spirit in flesh/Seed the pearl in the oyster/vine-grapes hanging ripe in a
bunch/purple fellowship of objects/fellowship of friends correspondants relatives/sound
that begins at silence and moves more deeply Into/creating the song of the skull said
Now.
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I was thinking about RUdy The Aardvaark when it came
to me that I'm lost in blue infinity, body-vanished.
Dan Russell

John Adams

-

slowing down you can smell yourself

~

